Precisely. Also, everyone should keep in mind that the forums are open and people can share anything with the SS community.

Generally 99/100 trolls or those who have ill will, will try to sell people a story on why it's necessary for things to happen outside the JoS and away from the eyes of SS who are advanced or on a decent understanding.

The more ill willed anything, the more the arguments will forcibly present themselves to go "out of here". This is in all cases false. We see posts that would be considered unusual and we answer them anyway.

It could be for good reason sometimes, but chances are it could not be. One must use judgement here.

The reason any said events would unfold elsewhere is because here they could not unfold, because legitimate and advanced SS would set the situation straight or provide actual counsel on something.

The only means that remain after negative things have occurred is what the Gods and what we can do, in which cases, it's not good to be late.

Therefore, anyone uncertain should bring a situation here, or if too sensitive, somewhere privately. We can help, but things can only go up to an extent.

Even a highly sensitive matter can be presented privately. One must not feel alone even if they find themselves in a confusing or any negative situation.

We are here for all family and all of our SS, but everything should be taken in consideration if something takes place away from here, that you are giving power to other individuals and things out of here, who act beyond the check of the eyes of any SS.

Everyone knows I personally and JoS really care for all of this and we do our best to present Justice, either inside the forums, or sometimes even in cases where injustice has been done outside.

If one is outside, then this creates a situation where this cannot be applied, or cannot be applied easily. Oftentimes, it takes until this poison comes here or until people are
in real need of help and thing are presented, that we can help by exposing the wrongs that take place.

Yet one has to understand the points in the posts and replies.

_Blitzkreig [wrote]:_
_The problem is that HPHC cannot do much even if he wanted to. He does not have authority over the Telegram group which has given you problems, for example. He does not have authority over the legal system where you are living. He cannot even see what has happened, let alone take some sort of action towards resolving this._

_It is very unfortunate if a genuine SS has been victimized in some way, but JoS has always held the stance of using the forums for communications. Other forms of communication should not be used; even email needs a high degree of discretion._

_If you are experiencing major problems outside JoS, go through all avenues of support possible, including reaching out to local authorities, asking the Gods, and using your own efforts. I understand that people get frustrated, but external problems cannot be attributed to JoS itself._

______________________________

Over the years it is a frequent situation that random people show up with stories they are bringing from places that we have explained one should not go.

These include Discord servers, fake closed groups, approached by lunatics offline, strange individuals who have their own "Satanism" made up, and so on so forth.

Through desires, necessities, needs to chit chat or other nonsense, many people just go around and find who knows what, to do who knows what, with who knows what.

Sure, many people can be fine and all, but then we also have the case where people aren't fine, the list goes. We cannot know what and chances are neither can you, so one must take custody of themselves and remain safe online.

Exactly the same tenets that one takes for granted in life, such as having a reasonable care to self protect, apply here.

Dubious categories of people who might try to meet others that "claim" to be from JoS or anything of the sort, or Illuminati cults that steal JoS info somewhere in Zimbabwe to sell you snake oil, is none of our business.
If one is sold this and they do not even bother to google this and look what the JoS is about, it's not our fault. You fell for a scam. As Apple that sells the iPhones is not interested if you fell for someone selling you a fake iPhone that you randomly trusted in the street, similar is the case with us.

That is not because we do not care, we truly care so much and love everyone interested and care for you, which is why I write this post again and have written SO MANY POSTS ABOUT SECURITY AND ALL OF THIS AGAIN AND AGAIN...

Yet the above is beyond what can be controlled. If someone tells you to get into a van with ice-cream, you must not go.

Nobody real, legitimate, or of importance in JoS would ever meet you offline, seclude you in any Telegram or Discord, let alone anything of the sort, or sell you an illuminati subscription, or take you for "private mentorship" or anything of the sort.

Individuals or "groups" that do the above are certainly shills. JoS is clear about what is acceptable here and anything of such would be only within our platforms. Random people met can range from normal people to utter lunatics. This cannot be predicted.

While normal people do not have all day to do strange things online, many lunatics definitely do. One must stray away immediately from these.

This also includes self declared groups who try to steal JoS information to build dubious groups around which help and assist the JoS nowhere at all.

A few days ago someone mailed me telling me where their money was as they found a kike website who claims they are the "Illuminati" and they think that we are the Illuminati and they were wondering why they are not a member yet, somewhere in Africa. I will not post the link to not advertise. Then another person sent an e-mail.

Normally, the registrar will take down the scam site but still that is not of our business, I went out of my way to do this and report it, so it should go down through a strike.

Apparently they were scammed or something and who knows what by being told and actually believing the Illuminati mailed them and now the Devil will grant them riches of their wildest dreams.

When one speaks of this, you are certainly dealing with imposters.

Imposters also will likely claim they are "speaking privately with HP Hooded Cobra" or other nonsense, to be "20 year old members", "HPS Maxine", "Ex-HP's", "Very advanced", "Hidden groups" etc etc.
I have seen imposters and total jews or infiltrators before pretend they are Clergy, that they are other members and so on. Believe nothing and always specify in the forums if you have a doubt.

None of the Clergy or important members have telegrams in which they would invite, would be in discord, let alone use such for anything related to JoS.

If someone messages me and we are in anyway co-workers or they are in JoS, still, we cannot be aware of their personal life, although with 99.9% certainty if anyone does 1% of what I mentioned above, they are not really into this. Normal and legitimate SS would never do 0.01% of any of this.

My e-mail is cobra.army.666@protonmail.com and open to all. Check here, or in the forums, or make research.

The Joy of Satan is not responsible if you make a fool out of yourself, if you send your nudes to strangers in some Facebook "Satanic" group, if you bring random people in your house, if some crackhead approaches you in the street and tells you about "Satan" and gets you to do negative things because you did not stay safe, or anything of the sort.

What these completely unrelated people do to you, in completely unrelated places, under completely unrelated and foreign circumstances, and if they put a "Satan" in it to confuse you, is unrelated to the JoS.

You are also naive or in the cases of grown ups, idiotic for believing the contrary.

If you do crack because a dude wearing a "Satanic" shirt gave you, you are an idiot for doing crack, and they are an idiot, and you are both idiots in Satan’s face, and neither of you are JoS.

All sorts of crazies and people belonging in mental asylum blame Satan or Satanism for their atrocities, as this is something lawyers advise criminals to do so that they will be taken in the psych ward instead of prison.

The average "LHP" and "Satanic" gathering is just a bunch of crazies more often than not. If not crazies, then they can at best be regular people that are only there to chit chat and have nothing fundamental to give someone.

Long story short, stay away from negative and unsafe sources of influence.

If you are members of JoS, then you are not listening to JoS, and you are clearly not applying JoS, and it's clearly in your interest to apply what is said here. It's said to protect you. One has nothing whatsoever to gain by not listening.
Even real, longterm members of JoS, who are really with us, would never engage you or do anything strange. Most people are aware of the necessity for security and safety, and would not step out of this boundary. They do constructive work for JoS, for the public, and for the Gods, and leave it as is.

While the above should be common sense, it has to be stated again and again every so often as a reminder.

Stay safe, both online and offline.
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